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You should 

write a book!



Topics Covered

Copyright Protection

Key Provisions of a Publishing 
Agreement

Common disputes between authors and 
publishing companies

Tips



Get a Copyright

• www.copyright.gov

• $35.00

• Literary Work (Typically Form TX)



The Agreement

In negotiating and reviewing book publishing 
contracts, authors typically first receive a 
standard, boilerplate contract

Depending on the publisher, some of these 
terms are negotiable---always consult your 
attorney



Key Provisions

• Term of the Agreement?
• Long-term contracts are not in an author’s interest

• Territory?

• Exclusivity? (examples)
• Exclusive, but only for one year

• Exclusive for X years, but author can terminate at any 
time

• Nonexclusive for X years, and the author can cancel at 
any time

• Advertising budget/efforts? 



Key Provisions

Description of the work and delivery 

of the manuscript

Brief synopsis of the book
Any working title
Rough number of pages
Any other type of content (photos, drawings, 
illustrations, etc.)
Schedule of author’s delivery of manuscript

Provisions for editing changes—who is 
responsible, who covers costs
Final acceptance by publisher



Key Provisions

Control of creative decisions?

How comfortable are you with giving the 
publisher control of…

…format?
…style of printing and binding?
…cover presentation?
…trademark?
…logo?
…imprint or other identification?
…retail price?
…terms of sale?
…distribution?
…advertising?
…promotion?



Key Provisions

Publication?

Insist on either a firm publication date or a 
window of time for publication

If the publisher fails to publish within the 
specified timeline, the author should have the 
option to terminate the contract after providing 
written notice



Key Provisions

Advances?

If the publisher won’t agree to a full, up-front 
payment, then the author should try to receive 
it in installments

Example: Half on signing, a quarter on delivery of 
manuscript, and a quarter on acceptance of final 
manuscript

All advances should be non-returnable, but if 
the publisher chooses not to release the book, 
they do not have to pay the full advance
Usually advances will be recouped against 
future royalties



Key Provisions

Copyright?

A copyright claim must be registered 
within 90 days to enjoy full protection

The author should retain the copyright
Copyright notices must be printed in 

each copy of the book



Key Provisions
Grant of rights?

As an Author, the goal is to limit the scope of 
rights granted



Key Provisions

Grant of rights (continued)

Subsidiary rights typically up for negotiation:
Electronic versions
Film
Audio

Authors should try to limit subsidiary rights 
granted to the publisher

Beware of agreements that give a publisher a 
percentage of fees from the author’s sale of 
subsidiary rights or publishers who retain the right 
to sell the subsidiary rights themselves

Drama
Book Clubs
Foreign rights



Key Provisions

Representations & Warranties

Author warranties
Author is sole author and proprietor of the work
Author is sole owner of rights granted
Work is original and has not been previously 

published
Any necessary licenses have been obtained
The work is not libelous and does not invade on 

right of privacy or other rights

Indemnification
If the warranties the author makes is false, this 

covers the publisher’s legal expenses if a dispute 
arises.



Key Provisions

Permissions and releases
Permission has been obtained by the author, if 

necessary, to use descriptions of real places or 
people

Use of author’s name and likeness
Giving a publisher printing rights does not 

automatically grant the publisher rights to use your 
name and likeness in marketing and promotion—
there will likely be a separate clause in the contract 
to grant this right



Key Provisions
Royalties

Apart from percentage, the key figure is what 
price the percentage is based off
Three common price points:

Retail price (list) (Note: publisher may have right 
to set and modify this price)
Invoice price (list minus freight costs)
Net receipts (what the publisher actually receives)

Actual rate will depend on type of book and 
author’s credentials
Percentage based on sliding scale for 
number of books sold

Example: hardcovers may have a royalty of 10% 
net for up to 5,000 units; 12.5% up 
to 10,000; and 15% for 15,000+



Key Provisions
Royalties (continued)

Often, taxes, shipping charges, returns, and 
administration and marketing fees are 
deducted before royalties are calculated

Ask what these include and how they’ll be 
calculated

Royalties may be calculated differently 
based on whether the book is sold at full or 
discount price and whether it is sold by the 
publisher or a third party

Know when the book will be sold at a discount 
and by whom



Key Provisions
Revisions

Revision clauses usually only apply to 
nonfiction books
Publishers may attempt to classify each 
revision as a new book, subject to a new 
contract or different royalty schedule
There should be a method to determine 
when revisions are so extensive as to deem it 
a new book
Minor revisions should not affect royalty 
payments

Publishers may attempt to “reset the clock” on 
royalties and reduce the rate to the 
original starting point



Key Provisions

Accounting Clause

Author has the right to examine publisher’s 
accounts as they relate to the book or any of 
the author’s other works under contract to the 
publisher

If discrepancies between royalty statements and 
publisher’s accounts total more than $100 in the 
author’s favor, the publisher should tender the 
author the money due within 10 days, plus 
expenses incurred by the auditing procedure
If discrepancies are less than $100 in the author’s 

favor, the amount is due within 10 days, but the 
publisher is not liable for the author’s auditing 
expenses



Key Provisions

Discontinuation of publication

If the book goes out of print, the author will 
want to recover the rights for republication 
elsewhere
Clause should specify the method for 
determining when “out of print” status begins

Since Internet and digital publishing can be 
considered “in print,” this should be tied in with the 
publisher’s marketing endeavors
Once the book is no longer carried in stores or 

offered in the publisher’s catalog, it should be 
deemed “out of print”



Key Provisions

Assignment provisions

Authors should be prepared for the publisher 
to be bought, sold, and transferred to another 
corporate entity
The publishing contract—and all of its 
obligations—may be transferred as well
An assignment clause allows the author to 
have some say in consenting to another entity 
taking over publishing duties

Example: The publisher should only be allowed to 
assign to another equally reputable publisher



Key Provisions

Non-compete, “other publications”

Publisher will specify that the author not 
produce or be part of any other work that may 
compete with the book
Clause should specify exactly how to define 
the competing work and how long the non-
compete period lasts
Publisher should provide for some 
reasonable accommodations, and be able to 
provide consent to potential conflicts

Reasonable definition of a competing work: 
“Substantially similar non-fiction works involving the 
same subject, audience, and 
treated in the same manner.”



Key Provisions

Author copies/author discounts

Whether author is entitled to a number of 
free copies, or copies at a discount

Know whether royalties are paid on these 
copies

Promotional copies—ensure author retains 
right to sell copies of the book purchased from 
the publisher for promotional purposes at book 
fairs, signings, readings, etc.



Failure to provide royalties/Improper accounting of 
royalties

Failure to provide adequate editing of text
Note: Many self-publishing agreements do not contain 
editing provisions—editing services are purchased separately

Failure to provide adequate formatting of book
Including layout and design of pages and cover
Publisher may retain cover and formatting rights

Copyright infringement
Publishers offering book for sale after termination of 
agreement

Common disputes
between author and publishing companies



Failure to provide marketing services
Many agreements hold publishers to minimal marketing 
obligations—authors may want to consider purchasing extra 
marketing packages

Failure to satisfy target publication date

Failure to provide registration services
Including: copyright registration, registering with the Library 
of Congress, obtaining an International Standard Book 
Number (ISBN)

Common disputes
between author and publishing companies



Tips
Make sure you understand the contract terms 
before signing—if a term is vague, have it 
explained to you

Works of fiction are not immune from 
Defamation or Right of Publicity suits

Nonfiction authors, particularly of biographies, 
are subject to Invasion of Privacy actions

Check all available coverage if you are sued, 
including homeowners insurance, or consider 
special insurance



Talk to your Lawyer

• Saper Law attorneys can negotiate publishing 

agreements on your behalf and help you 

protect your intellectual property!

• Call us: 312.527.4100

• www.saperlaw.com



Panel

Panelists

Terri Lee Ryan, Life is One Big To-Do List: A 
Woman’s Life after 40

Karen Field Bolek, How to Apologize to your 
Woman… So That She Won’t Use It Against 

You In the Future

Francine Friedman, MatchDotBomb: A 
Midlife Journey Through Internet Dating

PJ McGuire, 171 Tips to Get You Noticed for 
All the Right Reasons


